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ABSTRACT

Content Centric Networking (CCN) is one of the predom-
inant proposals that have been made for the next genera-
tion content distribution platform. In CCN each router in
a network is equipped with a large sized cache memory
and becomes a content router that can be regarded as a
temporary content server in the network. This mechanism
can reduce the concentration of data traffic going into the
original content server.

To enhance the merits of CCN, we propose apply-
ing network coding (NWC) to it. Applying NWC in this
way makes it possible to implement distributed data stor-
ing of content data and to achieve multipath transmission
between content routers and an access router (or an end
user). CCN with NWC can provide higher throughput for
end users and reduce network load. In addition to propos-
ing the aforementioned application, in this paper we spec-
ify issues needing to be addressed to more successfully
combine CCN with NWC.

1. INTRODUCTION

In research done by Cisco [3] it is predicted that the ratio
of content distribution traffic to total Internet traffic will
grow from 34% in 2012 to 51% in 2017. Since this large
growth may cause overload of current content distribution
platforms such as content delivery network (CDN) and
peer-to peer (P2P) network, researches on the next genera-
tion content distribution platform are now in progress [1].
In these researches, Content Centric Networking (CCN)
is one of the predominant proposals that have been made
[2].

In CCN each router in a network is equipped with a
large sized cache memory and can be regarded as a tem-
porary content server in the network. Since this mecha-
nism appears to provide many content servers and since
end user requests for the content can be distributed among
these “temporary” content servers, the original content server
can avoid traffic concentration. On the other hand, since
end users wishing to access particular content in the net-
work do not know the URL of the appropriate server that
stores it, they use the name of the content itself to locate
it [4]. It can be said that CCN is a content distribution
system to improve response from the content server and
reduce network load by making each router into a content

router that has a large sized cache memory and can pre-
tend to be a content server temporarily.

However, current CCN schemes do not appear to fully
utilize the network performance. Cached data may be lost
by cache memory updates or storage disk crashes. When
the cached data of the desired content is lost from the con-
tent router’s cache memory, the requests for the content
may be concentrated in the origin server. To maintain ro-
bustness against cached data loss, the data can be frag-
mented so that it can be stored in a distributed way in the
network.

Although multipath transmission has recently been stud-
ied [5] as a means for increasing throughput, CCN usually
uses single-path transmission between the end user and
the origin server or the content router. Multipath trans-
mission enables network performance to be used more ef-
fectively. Network coding can bring both distributed data
storing and multipath transmission to CCN.

Network coding (NWC) was devised by Ahlswede et
al. in 2000 [6]. They showed that the maximum trans-
mission rate for multicasting on a given network can be
obtained by the maxflow bound of the network, and that
NWC can attain the maxflow bound. Li et al. [7] demon-
strated that a linear network code constructed by a linear
code can also attain the maxflow bound. For constructing
the optimal linear network code, Jaggi et al. [8] proposed
a deterministic construction algorithm, and Ho et al. [9]
demonstrated that a randomly constructed linear network
code can also attain the maxflow bound. Miyake et al. [10]
showed that using low-density-parity-check (LDPC) ma-
trices to construct a linear network code makes it possible
to apply efficient algorithms such as the sum-product al-
gorithm to the decoding process. An NWC application
that can be easily implemented is distributed data storing,
which is also called diversity coding [14].

NWC can implement both distributed data storing and
multipath transmission in CCN. Montpetit et al. [12] pro-
posed an application of NWC to CCN, which concerns
an efficient method for collecting data fragments that are
stored in a distributed way among several nodes in the net-
work. However, the proposal did not clarify what proce-
dure should be carried out to implement distributed data
storing in CCN, nor the advantages to using NWC in data
transmission, nor the problems needing to be solved to ap-



ply NWC to CCN on real networks.
This paper describes some of the advantages to apply-

ing NWC to CCN as well as the problems involved in do-
ing so. Outlines of CCN and NWC are presented in Sec-
tion 2 and Section 3, respectively. Section 4 details the
content distribution procedures of CCN with NWC and
clarifies the advantages to and the problems involved in
implementing CCN with NWC. Section 5 concludes the
paper with a summary of key points and a mention of fu-
ture work.

2. CONTENT CENTRIC NETWORKING

Two content distribution schemes, content delivery net-
work (CDN) and peer-to-peer (P2P) network, have mainly
been used up to now. The main problem with CDN is
that accesses are concentrated in the master file server and
backbone network load will grow due to increased con-
tent distribution traffic in the near future. On the other
hand, with P2P there is a difficult problem in constructing
efficient searching schemes for the vast amount of con-
tent in the network. Consequently, it has become increas-
ingly important to develop efficient content distribution
platform to reduce network load and provide end users
with necessary throughput in light of the rapidly growing
content distribution traffic.

Content Centric Networking (CCN) is one of the pre-
dominant proposals that have been made regarding the
next generation content distribution platform. Its special
features are as follows.

• Each router in the network is equipped with a large
sized cache memory and becomes a content router.
Since content routers distributed over the network
can be regarded as temporary content servers, the
original content server can avoid traffic concentra-
tion.

• Since end users do not know which content router is
appropriate for their request, they cannot use a URL
to find the location of the desired content. With
CCN they can instead use the name of the requested
content itself and the network uses the name to find
the location.

The content distribution procedure in CCN is as fol-
lows.

Step 1.The end user sends a request (called an “interest”)
for the desired content to the network (Figure 1,
left).

Step 2.The content router receiving the interest packet checks
whether the requested data is stored in its cache
memory, which is called a “content store”. If it is,
it is sent back to the end user through the path on
which the interest packet was transmitted (Figure
2). Otherwise, the interest packet is forwarded to
the next content router (Figure 1, left).

Figure 1. Data distribution procedure in CCN (1).

Figure 2. Data distribution procedure in CCN (2).

Step 3.The content router that receives the interest packet
repeats Step 2. If no content routers store the re-
quested data and the interest packet reaches the ori-
gin server, the origin server sends the requested data
back to the end user through the path on which the
interest packet was transmitted. Content routers on
the path to the end user cache the data in their con-
tent store (Figure 1, right).

See [4] for the details of the procedure. By regarding
content routers distributed over the network as temporary
content servers, it can be expected not only that traffic con-
centration in any specific server will be avoided but also
that the network load will be reduced and user response
will be improved. On the other hand, since cached data
is stored temporarily it can be lost easily, and requests for
specific content may be concentrated in the origin server.
When using a cache mechanism it is necessary to con-
sider both its merits and demerits. Using a distributed
data storing scheme effectively enhances the robustness
of cached data against disk crashes and data evictions.



By fragmenting data and storing it in distributed storages,
when data fragments (called “chunks”) are lost due to stor-
age disk crashes or data evictions, new chunks can be re-
generated by collecting residual chunks over the network.
Although there are several ways to implement distributed
data storing, the use of NWC (introduced in the next sec-
tion) makes it possible to achieve both efficient data trans-
mission and distributed data storing at the same time.

3. NETWORK CODING

3.1. Problem Setting and Fundamental Theorem

The network to be considered is given as a directed acyclic
graphG = (V, E), whereV andE denote node set and
link set, respectively. Rate constraintRij is assigned at
each link(i, j) ∈ E . The network coding problem treats
multicast transmission of a message from the origin node
S ∈ V to the set of terminal nodesT ⊂ V (Figure 3).

Figure 3. An example of a directed acyclic graph with rate
constraints.

Suppose that the alphabet of the message and code-
words is a finite fieldFq = {0, 1, · · · , q − 1}. The mes-
sage sent from the origin node is represented as annω-
dimensional row vectorxnω ∈ Fnω

q , and each link is used
n times for the transmission of the message, whereω is
defined as the transmission rate.

The network code consists of encoderfij , which is
assigned at each link(i, j) ∈ E , and decodergT , which is
assigned at each terminal nodeT ∈ T , and is defined as
mappings

fij : Fki
q → Fkij

q , (1)

and
gT : FkT

q → Fnω
q , (2)

respectively. The rate constraint at each node(i, j) ∈ E
can be represented as

kij
n

≤ Rij , (3)

where

ki
def
=

∑
l:(l,i)∈E

kli for i ̸= S,

kS
def
= nω for i = S.

Let zi be the incoming information of a nodei. If for
a terminal nodeT ∈ T it holds thatxnω ̸= gT (zT ), then
we can say that a decoding error occurs. The multicast
problem can be stated as follows.
Multicast Problem:
Suppose that a messagexnω is multicast from the origin
nodeS to the terminal node setT . Then for what trans-
mission rateω does there exist the network code{

(fij , gT )
∣∣ (i, j) ∈ E , T ∈ T

}
that can attain arbitrarily small decoding error?

The next theorem is fundamental.

Theorem 1 (Maxflow Bound [6]) The maximum value of
the transmission rateω is given by

min
T∈T

maxflow(S, T ),

wheremaxflow(S, T ) denotes the maxflow between the
origin nodeS and the terminal nodeT .

In Figure 3, for example, since it holds that maxflow(S, T1) =
5, maxflow(S, T2) = 2, and maxflow(S, T3) = 2, the
maxflow bound of the network becomes

min
T∈T

maxflow(S, T ) = 2.

3.2. Encoding and Decoding

The network code whose transmission rate attains the maxflow
bound can be constructed by linear code [7]. Furthermore,
if n or q is sufficiently large, elements of matrices of the
linear network code can be taken at random [9]. In the fol-
lowing construction of the code, all matrices are supposed
to be constructed by taking their elements at random.
[Construction of Encoder]
For (i, j) ∈ E,

fij(zi) = ziAij , (4)

wherezi andAij denoteki-dimensional row vector and
ki × kij matrix, respectively.
[Construction of Decoder]
Let zT be the incoming information for the terminal node
T . Then the decoder at the terminal nodeT can be given
as

gT (zT ) =
{

Solving the linear equationzT = xnωÃT

by sweep-out method.
}
, (5)

whereÃT denotes an aggregation of matrices on the paths
between the origin nodeS and the terminal nodeT . When
the message from the origin source isxnω, the information
vectorzT incoming to the terminal nodeT can be repre-
sented by

zT = xnωÃT .

ÃT is called the global encoding kernel [14].
For example, for the network in Figure 4̃AT1 is a

nω × kT1
matrix and represented by

ÃT1 = [AS1A1T1 ,AS2A2T1 ] .



Figure 4. Assignment of code matrices in NWC.

3.3. Diversity Coding

Using NWC enables distributed data storing to be eas-
ily executed. Figure 5 represents the model of distributed

Figure 5. Distributed data storing using network coding.

data storing using linear NWC.N storage disksVi (i =
1, .., N) are connected to the origin sourceS. In each stor-
age diskVi, data fragment (chunk) of the message,znRi ,
is stored, whereR is a coding rate and represents distri-
bution degree (see(7)). Users want to reproduce the mes-
sagexn ∈ Fn

q by accessing anyk storage disks. The ob-
tained information consists ofk chunksznRi1

, .., znRik
, and

the reproduction of the message is carried out by solving
linear equation

(znRi1 , .., znRik
) = xn (Ai1 , ..,Aik) , (6)

which corresponds to the decoding process of NWC de-
scribed in (5). In Theorem 1, by settingω = 1 and maxflow
bound= k we can see if

kR > 1 (7)

Figure 6. Data distribution procedure in CCN with NWC
(1).

holds andn is sufficiently large, Equation (6) can be solved
using the sweep-out method. The distributed data storing
scheme mentioned here is called diversity coding (DC)
[14].

A conventional distributed data storing scheme is con-
structed using Reed-Solomon code. Diversity coding is
advantageous for a network in which a transmission using
NWC is carried out. Since at each storage node the code-
word of DC is the same as that of NWC, no extra process-
ing other than NWC is needed. When chunks are lost in
some of theN storage nodes, using chunks in the resid-
ual k nodes enables new chunks to be regenerated [11].
Furthermore, when eachAi is constructed by an LDPC
matrix, since the sum-product algorithm can be applied
to the decoding process instead of the sweep-out method,
more efficient decoding can be achieved [10].

4. CCN WITH NWC

Using CCN makes it possible to deploy multiple content
routers that function as temporary content servers by caching
content data at each content router between the origin source
and end users, and to perform efficient transmission by
avoiding concentration of the traffic in any specific server.
However, there is a risk that stored content data will be
lost when a cached data eviction or storage disk crash oc-
cur. In these cases, requests for content may concentrate
in the origin server and the network load will increase.
By storing data in a distributed way over the network,
it can be expected that the content distribution network
will become more robust against cached data evictions or
storage disk crashes. Moreover, adopting distributed data
storing, allows multipath transmission to be implemented
since an end user obtains chunk data from multiple con-
tent routers. This means effective throughput for end users
is improved.



Figure 7. Data distribution procedure in CCN with NWC
(2).

4.1. Proposed Scheme

The content distribution procedure of CCN with NWC is
as follows.

Step 1.The end user sends an interest for the desired con-
tent to the network through multiple paths (Figure
6, left).

Step 2.The content router receiving the interest packet checks
whether a chunk of the requested content is cached
in its content store. If it is, it is sent back to the end
user through the path on which the interest packet
was transmitted (Figure 7). Otherwise, the interest
packet is forwarded to the next content router (Fig-
ure 6, left).

Step 3.The content router that receives the interest packet
repeats Step 2. If no content routers on the path
store the chunk of the requested content and the in-
terest packet reaches the origin server, the origin
server sends the chunks back to the end user through
the paths on which the interest packets were trans-
mitted. Note that at each node after incoming data is
network coded, it is forwarded to the next node and
at the same time cached as a chunk in the content
store of the node (Figure 6, right).

It should be noted that in the above procedure, the trans-
mission using NWC enables distributed data to be stored
naturally.

Advantages over CCN are:

1. By adopting distributed data storing, the content dis-
tribution scheme becomes robust against cached data
evictions or storage disk crashes.

2. When a cache miss occurs, network load can be re-
duced by reducing download data.

3. Multipath transmission between content routers and
the access router provides higher effective through-
put to the end user (Figure 7).

Figure 8. Simple models of CCN and CCN with NWC.

4.2. Analysis of Toy Model

In this subsection we show that network load can be re-
duced by combining distributed data storing and a chunk
regeneration scheme. This corresponds to the second of
the advantages of CCN with NWC mentioned in the pre-
vious subsection.

The left of Figure 8 shows a simple CCN model that
hasN content routers in series, and the right shows a sim-
ple CCN with NWC model that hasN content routers in
parallel and makes a layer of content routers for the regen-
eration of chunks. Throughput of each link assumed to be
unit. In the CCN with NWC model, after the access router
obtainsk chunks from anyk content routers, desired con-
tent can be reconstructed from the obtained chunks. Sup-
pose that the CCN with NWC model adopts a chunk re-
generation scheme [11] under which, for the loss of less
thanN − k + 1 chunk data, using residual chunk data
in the network enables new chunk data to be regenerated
without downloading data from the origin server. Letp be
the hit probability of cached data in each content router,λ
be the rate of interest generation at the end user or access
router side, andD be the content size. Note that the size
of a stored chunk becomesD/k. When a data with size
D is transmitted throughj links, then the network load is
defined byD × j.

Under the above premise, the expected network load
of the CCN model can be described by

λD
{
p+ (1− p)p2 + · · · (1− p)N−1pN

+(1− p)N (N + 1)
}

= λD

{
1− (1− p)N (Np+ 1)

p
+ (N + 1)(1− p)N

}
(8)

by considering that data is downloaded from the node at
which cache hit occurs for the first time from the access
router. On the other hand, in the CCN with NWC model,
data is downloaded from the origin source only whenl
cache misses occur at the same time wherel ≥ N − k +



Figure 9. Network load and throughput.

1. In this case the download data size isl−N+k
k × D.

Note that in the case ofl ≤ N − k, since the regeneration
scheme [11] is applied, new chunks can be regenerated at
the layer of content routers without downloading chunks
from the origin server. Then the expected network load of
CCN with NWC can be described by

λD

1 +
∑

l≥N−k+1

(
N

l

)
pN−l(1− p)l

l −N + k

k

 .

(9)
By considering the ratio(9)/(8), the network load ratio
becomes

1 +
∑

l≥N−k+1

(
N
l

)
pN−l(1− p)l l−N+k

k

1−(1−p)N (Np+1)
p + (N + 1)(1− p)N

. (10)

Figure 9 plots the network load ratio for the case of
N = 5 andN = 10, respectively, where the cache hit
probability is set top = 0.6. Sincek can be regarded as
the number of paths between content routers and access
router, the horizontal axes of Figure 9 can be interpreted
to show effective throughput between them. It can be said
that the network load of CCN with NWC model becomes
smaller than that of CCN model over all range ofk, al-
though when the effective throughput becomes high, the
network load in the CCN with NWC model tends to in-
crease.

4.3. Issues for Consideration

While CCN with NWC has the advantages mentioned in
Subsection 4.1, the application of NWC produces some
problems. Subsection 4.1 showed the content distribu-
tion procedure of CCN with NWC, where the parameters
for distributed data storing(N, k) were determined in ad-
vance and it was assumed that all routers were content
routers. Although these assumptions are unlikely to cause

any problems in small or simple networks, the following
issues will need to be addressed to implement CCN with
NWC in larger or more complex networks.

1. How do we deploy content routers?
Enlarging the memory of all routers would require
considerable investment [13]. However, we want to
maximize the advantages shown in Subsection 4.1
with as little cost as possible.

2. How do we determine the parameters(N, k) for dis-
tributed data storing for the given network?
Whether interest and data traffic becomes large or
modest will depend on the deployment of content
routers and parameters(N, k) for the distributed data
storing.

The following subjects should also be considered in mov-
ing forward with research on CCN with NWC.

3. Thorough analysis of network load for more com-
plex networks:
We will need to show the advantages of CCN with
NWC over CCN for more general cases than that
given in Subsection 4.2.

4. An index for the efficient deployment of content
routers:
It seems logical to assume that when the number of
content routers increases, the network load will de-
crease and the number of end users who can use the
network at the same time will increase. Can this
number of end users become an index for the effi-
ciency of content router deployment?

5. CONCLUSION

Content Centric Networking (CCN) is one of the predom-
inant proposals that have been made for the next genera-
tion content distribution platform. We have shown that the
merits of CCN such as enhanced throughput and reduced
network load can be enhanced by applying network cod-
ing (NWC). We also showed that some issues remain to be
addressed in implementing CCN with NWC, among them
determining how to effectively deploy content routers and
appropriately setting distributed data storing parameters.

In the near future, we plan to implement CCN with
NWC on an experimental network and continue research-
ing to verify the merits of this combination and imple-
menting in the real world.
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